A novel bootstrapping approach to Named Entity （NE）tagging using concept-based seeds and successive learners is presented. This approach only requires a few common noun or pronoun seeds that correspond to the concept for the targeted NE, e.g. he/she/man/woman for PERSON NE. The bootstrapping procedure is implemented as training two successive learners. First, decision list is used to learn the parsing-based NE rules. Then, a Hidden Markov Model is trained on a corpus automatically tagged by the first learner. The resulting NE system approaches supervised NE performance for some NE types.
Overview
Recognizing and classifying proper names is a fundamental task for information extraction. Three types of proper names are defined in the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) Named Entity (NE) standards, namely, PERSON (PER), ORGANIZATION (ORG), and LOCATION (LOC). [MUC-7 1998] There is considerable research on NE tagging using supervised machine learning [e.g. Bikel et al. 1997; Borthwick 1998 ]. To overcome the knowledge bottleneck of supervised learning, unsupervised machine learning has been applied to NE. [Cucchiarelli & Velardi 2001 ] discussed boosting the performance of an existing NE tagger by unsupervised learning based on parsing structures. [Cucerzan & Yarowsky 1999] , [Collins & Singer 1999] and [Kim et al. 2002] presented various techniques using co-training schemes for NE extraction seeded by a small list of proper names or hand-crafted NE rules. NE tagging has two tasks: (i) NE chunking; (ii) NE classification. Parsingsupported unsupervised NE learning systems including ours only need to focus on NE classification, assuming the NE chunks have been constructed by the parser. This paper presents a new bootstrapping approach using successive learning and conceptbased seeds. The successive learning is as follows. First, parsing-based NE rules are learned with high precision but limited recall. Then, these rules are applied to a large raw corpus to automatically generate a tagged corpus. Finally, a high-performance HMM-based NE tagger is trained using this corpus.
Unlike co-training, our bootstrapping does not involve iterative learning between the two learners, hence it suffers little from error propagation which is commonly associated with iterative learning.
To derive the parsing-based learner, the system only requires a few common noun or pronoun seeds that correspond to the concept for the targeted NE, e.g. he/she/man/woman for PERSON NE. Such concept-based seeds share grammatical structures with the corresponding NEs, hence a parser is utilized to support bootstrapping. Since pronouns and common nouns occur more often than NE instances, the parsing-based NE rules can be learned in one iteration to avoid iterative learning.
The benchmarking shows that this system approaches the performance of supervised NE taggers for two of the three proper name NE types in MUC, namely, PER NE and LOC NE. This approach also supports tagging user-defined NE types. Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture. Before the bootstrapping is started, a large raw training corpus is parsed. The bootstrapping experiment reported in this paper is based on a corpus containing ~100,000 news articles and totally ~88,000,000 words. The parsed corpus is saved into a repository, which supports fast retrieval by keyword based indexing scheme. The unsupervised bootstrapping is performed as follows:
Implementation
1. User provides concept-based seeds; 2. Retrieve parsing structures involving concept-based seeds from the repository to train a decision list for NE classification; 3. Apply the learned rules to the NE candidates retrieved from the repository; 4. Construct an NE annotated corpus using the tagged proper names and their neighboring words; 5. Train an HMM based on the annotated corpus. A parser is necessary for concept-based NE bootstrapping. This is due to the fact that conceptbased seeds only share pattern similarity with the corresponding NEs at structural level, not at string sequence level. In fact, the anaphoric function of pronouns and common nouns to represent antecedent NEs indicates the substitutability of proper names by the noun phrases headed by the corresponding common nouns or pronouns. From the parsed corpus in the repository, all instances (821,267) of the concept-based seeds involved in the five dependency relations are retrieved. Each seed instance was assigned a concept tag corresponding to NE. For example, each instance of he is marked as PER. The instances with concept tagging plus their associated parsing relationships are equivalent to an annotated NE corpus. Based on this training corpus, the Decision List Learning algorithm [Segal & Etzioni 1994] A total of 1,290 parsing-based NE rules, shown in samples below, are learned, with accuracy higher than 0.9. Possess(wife) AE PER Has_Predicate(divorce) AE PER Object_Of(deport) AE PER Possess(mayor) AE LOC Has_AMod(coastal) AE LOC Possess(ceo) AE ORG Has_AMod(non-profit) AE ORG Has_AMod(non-governmental) AE ORG ………… Due to the unique equivalence nature of the IsA relation, we add the following IsA-based rules to the top of the decision list: IsA(seed)AE tag of the seed, e.g. IsA(man) AE PER The parsing-based first learner is used to tag a raw corpus. First, we retrieve all the named entity candidates associated with at least one of the five parsing relationships from the repository. After applying the decision list to the retrieved 1,607,709 NE candidates, 33,104 PER names, 16,426 LOC names, and 11,908 ORG names are tagged. In order to improve the bootstrapping performance, we use the heuristic one tag per domain for multiword NE in addition to the one sense per discourse principle [Gale et al 1992] . These heuristics are found to be very helpful in both increasing positive instances (i.e. tag propagation) and decreasing the spurious instances (i.e. tag elimination). The tag propagation/elimination scheme is adopted from [Yarowsky 1995] . After this step, a total of 367,441 proper names are classified, including 134,722 PER names, 186,488 LOC names, and 46,231 ORG names.
The classified proper name instances lead to the construction of an automatically tagged training corpus, consisting of the NE instances and their two (left and right) neighboring words within the same sentence.
In the final stage, a bi-gram HMM is trained based on the above training corpus. The HMM training process follows [Bikel 1997 ].
Benchmarking
We used the same blind testing corpus of 300,000 words containing 20,000 PER, LOC and ORG instances to measure performance degradation of unsupervised learning from the existing supervised NE tagger (Table 1 , P for Precision, R for Recall, F for F-measure and F/D for F-measure degradation). The performance for PER and LOC are above 80%, and approaching the performance of supervised learning. The reason of the unsatisfactory performance of ORG (52.7%) is not difficult to understand. There are numerous sub-types of ORG that cannot be represented by the less than a dozen concept-based seeds used for this experiment.
In addition to the key NE types in MUC, we also tested this method for recognizing userdefined NE types. We use the following conceptbased seeds for PRODUCT (PRO) NE: car, truck, vehicle, product, plane, aircraft, computer, software, operating system, database, book, platform, network . Table 2 shows the benchmarks for PRODUCT tagging. 
